Watching molecules crowd: DNA double helices under osmotic stress.
Simultaneous measurements on the packing and energetics of high-density liquid crystalline DNA phases show that the crowding of long DNA polyelectrolytes at ever increasing concentrations is accomplished through straightening of the random coils that the double helix assumes in dilute solution. X-ray scattering by ordered phases reveals that the local straightening of the molecules is also accompanied by their progressive immobilization and confinement within the molecular 'cages' created by neighboring molecules. These effects can be clearly observed through the measured energies of DNA packing under osmotic stress and through the changes in structural and dynamic characteristics of X-ray scattering from DNA in ordered arrays at different concentrations. The character of the confinement of large DNA motions for a wide range of DNA concentrations is dominated by the soft potentials of direct interaction. We do not see the power-law variation of energy vs. volume expected from space-filling fluctuations of molecules that enjoy no interaction except the hard clash of steric repulsion. Rather, in highly concentrated DNA mesophases we see a crowding of molecules through electrostatic or hydration repulsion that confines their movements and positions. This view is based on directly measured packing energies as well as on concurrently measured structural parameters while the DNA double helices are condensed under an externally applied osmotic pressure.